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Introduction: In order to understand the evolution 

of planet, the interior’s convection regime is essential 

especially since it affects the thermal evolution of the 

planet. Regarding Mars, previous studies investigate 

the evolution in the case of two convection regimes: 

stagnant lid regime and plate tectonic one [1]. Alt-

hough Mars now holds the stagnant lid regime, several 

observations indicate the possibility of plate tectonics 

on Mars in its early stage. The conclusion still remains 

unclear. 

Owing to the recent active exploration about Mars, 

we are able to obtain the various data, especially about 

Marftian thermal history. Previous study [2] calculated 

thermal evolution in the case of plate tectonics with the 

effect of planet size and tried to apply it to Mars. How-

ever, the result included several free parameters, like 

the shape of subduction zone. This study modifies the 

theory by considering the dichotomy and geomag-

netism on Mars and compares the calculation with 

compiled observation about thermal history on Mars. 

 

Plate Tectonics on Mars: While there are several 

observations indicating the existence of early plate 

tectonics on Mars, representative one is geomagnetism. 

The shape on the Martian crust seems to be the same 

origin to that on the Earth which is created at the mid-

ocean ridge through the system of plate tectonics. As-

suming the geomagnetic anomaly as the plate tectonic 

origin, this study constrained some free parameters on 

the theory of thermal evolution in [2]. 

 

Observation about Thermal History on Mars: 

Recently, there are several approaches to estimate the 

history of mantle potential temperature on Mars, i.e., 

rover, satellite, and meteorite. I compiled the data and 

compare the modified theory about Martian thermal 

evolution to investigate the possibility of early plate 

tectonics. The result is Fig. 1.  

 

Discussion and Conclusion: Although Fig. 1 

shows one case of Martian thermal history with plate 

tectonics, it indicates several remarkable points. First, 

both cases of thermal history with plate tectonics and 

without it can result in the similar thermal evolution. 

Second, several observation cannot be explained by 

those two cases. However, the gap between the calcula-

tion and the observation is acceptable when we can 

consider the special variation of the temperature at the 

volcanism. In order to comprehend the location where 

the samples were generated, we have to contemplate 

the mineralogy and geochemistry in them. Whereas 

ancient plate tectonics is possible from these results, 

we need more investigation particularly about the an-

cient condition on Mars in order to constrain the con-

vection regime. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Thermal evolution of Mars. Red line and shad-

ed area express one possible case of Martian thermal 

history. Dashed line shows the result by conventional 

thermal evolution theory[3]. Red, yellow, green, and 

blue points show estimated Martian thermal evolution 

from observation [4, 5, 6, 7]. 
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